
Religious Studies AQA GCSE Key Stage 3: Year 9  

Curriculum Goals for Christianity 

1. Students will understand that Christianity is one of the diverse religious traditions and beliefs in Great Britain today. It is the main religious tradition in Great Britain.  

2. Students will study the beliefs, teachings and practices of Christianity and their basis in Christian sources of wisdom and authority.  

3. Students will learn about and be able to apply scripture and/or sacred texts. 

4. Students will study the influence of the beliefs, teachings and practices, on individuals, communities and societies.  

5. Students will learn a range of different Christian perspectives and be able to apply these in their answers including Catholic, Orthodox and Protestant.  

Half Term 1 Half Term 2 Half Term 3 Half Term 4 Half Term 5 Half Term 6 

 
 

   AQA GCSE unit ‘Christian Beliefs’ 
 

1. Nature of God  
Students learn the key characteristics of God: 
Omnipotence, Omnibenevolence, Just and merciful. 
They will explore God’s love and power through 
scripture: Genesis and books of the New Testament. 
Omnipotence means that God is all powerful. 
Omnibenevolence is the idea that God is ‘all loving’ 
and Just means that God is fair and judges with 
justice. God is also seen as merciful meaning he 
forgives sinners. 
  

2. Creation beliefs 
The varying interpretation of the Christian creation 
story, as found in Genesis, is explored with regard to 
the views of fundamentalists, Conservatives and 
liberal Christians. They will explore the interpretation 
of the word ‘Yom’ from the Hebrew Bible. Students 
will look at the influence that belief in the creation 
story will have on their actions. E.g. taking part in 
acts of stewardship. 
 

3. The Trinity 
Students discover the three elements of God; The 
Father, The Son and The Holy Spirit. Students will 
discover the roles and guidance given by each 
element. Students will learn where each of the 
elements feature in the stories of Christian history. 
God the Father as the creator as shown in the book 
of Genesis. Jesus the Son and saviour, who died on 
the cross to rid the world of original sin. The Holy 
Spirit as a source of comfort and guidance to modern 
Christians as with the early disciples after the death 
of Jesus. 
 

4. Original Sin 
The story of the first man, his fall from grace and his 
banishment from the Garden of Eden. The act of 
disobedience that led to the beginning of sin in the 
world. This sin then passed down through the 

AQA GCSE Unit ‘Christian 
Practices’ 

 
1. Worship 

Acts of religious praise and 
devotion and thanks for God. 
Students explore a variety of 
ways that Christians worship 
and the reasons behind each 
particular method of worship. 
Examples that students study 
include confession and prayer. 
Worship helps to deepen the 
relationship with God as 
Christians can learn more about 
God. Liturgical worship is a 
church service that follows a set 
structure. This includes Bible 
readings following the calendar 
of the church. This allows for 
worldwide understanding of the 
church services. Non-liturgical 
worship is a more informal style 
of worship that allows the 
leader free choice over the 
themes used. Quaker and 
Pentecostal churches usually 
follow this. Students explore 
what this looks like compared to 
liturgical worship. 
 

2. Prayer 
Prayer is communication with 
God, silently or through words 
of praise. Prayer can be a group 
activity or a lone activity. 
Students explore what can be 
gained from prayer, comfort, 
reparations with God or 
deepening the relationship with 
and understanding of God. 



generations of mankind leaving within all humans a 
desire to sin and their mortality. Students learn how 
this belief influences Christians today. e.g. baptising 
babies to remove original sin. 
 

5. Sin 
Students learn the difference between a crime and a 
sin. To sin is to commit a act that goes against the 
wishes of God. Humans are prone to sinning as a 
result of original sin and God’s gift of freewill. Jesus 
forgives those who sin if they repent and ask for 
forgiveness. 
 

6. The Incarnation 
The Incarnation is the act of God becoming flesh. 
God became Jesus and walked among humans. He 
was fully God and fully man. He was conceived by 
the Holy Spirit and born of the Virgin Mary. Jesus can 
perform miracles and came to teach humanity how 
to live a life that leads to eternity.  
 

7. The Resurrection 
The resurrection being the rising of Jesus from the 
dead, three days after crucifixion. This was the 
ultimate demonstration of God’s omnipotence. This 
is the most important event in the Christian calendar 
and is considered to be a symbol of hope for 
Christians everywhere. Christians believe that they 
too will have eternal life with God in heaven. 
 

8. Salvation  
Christians are not guaranteed an afterlife in heaven. 
They can reach this through salvation. Salvation is to 
be saved from the consequence of sin. There are two 
ways to gain salvation, through grace and through 
law/works. Salvation through grace is the belief that 
we can gain eternal life simply through believing in 
Jesus and the view that he died for our sins. 
Salvation through works is the idea that humans can 
work off their sin through doing good acts. Students 
will discover the influence that this belief may have, 
such as to pray or to follow the acts laid out in the 
decalogue. 
 

9. The afterlife 
Some Christians believe that the afterlife is a spiritual 
existence, and some think that it is a bodily 
existence. Christians believe in the concept of 
heaven and hell. Christians disagree about when the 
body (spiritual or physical) resurrects, straight away 
or when Jesus returns on judgement day. Human 
afterlife is decided by God on Judgement day. This 
decision is based on the actions that the individual 

The Lord’s prayer. The prayer 
that was taught by Jesus to his 
disciples. It contains some of the 
key aspects of prayer, praise, 
confession, payer for others and 
yourself. The use of this prayer 
in bringing  unity to a 
congregation as it is used in 
collective worship and is often 
recited out loud.  
 

3. Sacraments: baptism 
A sacrament is an important 
Christian practice. Sacraments 
are an external sign of inward 
spiritual grace. There are 7 
Christian sacraments: Baptism, 
eucharist, confession, 
confirmation, marriage, healing 
and ordination. Protestants 
follow baptism and eucharist. 
Catholics follow all 7. 
 
Baptism is when someone is 
welcomed into the church 
officially. Infant baptism is when 
babies are welcomed into the 
church. They have their original 
sin washed away. They receive 
gifts from the holy spirit. 
Believers baptism is when adults 
are baptised into community. 
This act mimics the baptism of 
Jesus in the river Jordan. 
 

4. Sacraments: 
Eucharist 

The Eucharist a Christian ritual 
that re-enacts the events of the 
last supper. Jesus instructed his 
disciples to continue this 
practise in memory of him. 
Students investigate the origin 
and meaning of each part and 
how this practise is conducted 
slightly differently in the 
Orthodox, Roman Catholic 
Church and the Church of 
England. 



has taken in life. God is omniscient which means he 
knows all actions and thoughts that humans have 
committed.  

 

    Key Vocabulary/Concepts/Ideas Key Vocabulary/Concepts/Ideas 

     Omnipotent
  
Just 
Omnibenevolent
  
Evil 
Suffering  
Trinity 
Creation  
Afterlife 
Resurrection 
Judgement 
Heaven  
Hell 

Incarnation  
Son of God 
Crucifixion  
Ascension 
Sin  
Original Sin 
Salvation  
Atonement 
Oneness of God 
Father 
Grace  
Holy Spirit 

Worship  
Liturgical Worship 
Non-liturgical Worship 
Informal Worship 
Private Worship  
Bible 
Prayer  
Lord’s Prayer 
Set Prayers  
Informal Prayers 
Sacraments  
Baptism 
Infant Baptism  
Believers’ Baptism 

    CIAG CIAG 

    Working within the church community 
Clergy 
 

Clergy and religious 
organisations 

    Homework Homework 

    Revision for the TTC 
Variety of exam questions weekly 
Revision for keyword tests 
Revision for ‘do it Now’ activities 
Research tasks 
Interleaving activities 

Revision for the TTC 
Variety of exam questions  
Revision for keyword tests 
Revision for ‘do it Now’  
Research tasks 
Interleaving activities 
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(see previous page) 

Curriculum Goals for Islam  
Students will understand that Islam is one of the diverse religious traditions and beliefs in Great Britain today. Students will study 
the beliefs, teachings and practices of Islam and their basis in Islamic sources of wisdom and authority. Students will learn about 
Islamic scripture and other writings Students should study the influence of the beliefs, teachings and practices studied on 
individuals, communities and societies. Students will look at Islam beliefs and teachings and how they are understood and 
expressed. Students may refer to a range of different Muslim perspectives in their answers, including those from Sunni and Shi’a 
Islam.  

Curriculum Goals for Religion and Life 
Students will study religious teachings, and religious, philosophical 
and ethical arguments, relating to the issues of Religion and Life. 
We will look at their impact and influence in the modern world. 

Students will learn contrasting perspectives in contemporary British 
society on all of these issues.  

Half Term 1 Half Term 2 Half Term 3 Half Term 4 Half Term 5 Half Term 6 

AQA GCSE Unit 
‘Christian Practices’ 

 
5. Christmas 

The original Christmas story 
and the meaning behind this; 
the incarnation. Students 
learn that Christmas reminds 
Christians that Jesus is God 
incarnate. It is a time to think 
about the less fortunate. 

AQA GCSE Unit ‘Islam Beliefs’ 
 

1. Sunni and Shi’a split 
Students will learn about the split between the two main 
Islamic denominations. Students will look at the origin or the 
split after the death of Muhammad (PBUH). They will look at 
the differences and similarities between the two groups’s set 
of beliefs. They will explore the Sunni Six Articles of Faith and 
the Shi’a Five Roots of Usul ad-Din.  
 
Six Articles: 

AQA GCSE Unit ‘Islam Practices’ 
 

1. Obligatory acts  
The obligatory acts are the rules that shi’a Muslims follow. Shi’a 
Muslims show devotion by following these rules. 
1. Salah – praying 5 times a day 
2. Sawm – fasting during Ramadan 
3. Hajj – pilgrimage to Mecca 
4. Zakah – almsgiving (giving to charity) 
5. Khums – tax of 20% ( extra money for charity ) 
6. Jihad – strive and struggle for Allah 

AQA GCSE Unit ‘Religion and Life’ 
 

1. The origins of human life/ universe 
Students explore how human life began on earth and how the 
universe was created according to religious beliefs and also look at 
the scientific views that may align or contrast. God, in his state of 
omnipotence has the potential to create the world from nothing. 
Fundamentalist Christians believe this to be the correct way it 
happened. Conservative and liberal Christians may believe that the 
scientific account of creation has more evidence. Students will 



Students explore the rituals 
that occur at this time. E.g. 
midnight mass and 
Christingle services.  
 

6. Easter 
Students learn that Easter is 
the most important festival 
of the Christian calendar. It 
commemorates the last week 
of Jesus’s life. Christians 
believe this to be the most 
important festival because it 
demonstrates that death can 
be conquered and that there 
is a promised afterlife. 
Students explore this as the 
fulfilment of the prophecy of 
the messiah in the Old 
Testament. Students look in 
depth at Palm Sunday, Good 
Friday, Easter Sunday. 
 

7. Pilgrimage 
The various Christian 
pilgrimages are discussed 
with a focus on Lourdes and 
Iona. This spiritual journey is 
taken by a religious person, 
alone or in a group, with the 
intention of bringing the 
believer closer to God. Some 
go on pilgrimage to gain 
healing, learn more about the 
faith, get closer to God and 
share the experience with 
others.  
Lourdes: A pilgrimage site in 
France where a girl is said to 
have seen the virgin Mary, 
who led her to spring water 
that has healing properties. 
Iona: A pilgrimage site on an 
island off the coast of 
Scotland. St Columba 
founded this missionary 
establishment in the 6th 
century. 
 

8. Church in the 
community 

Students will discover the 
work that is done everyday 

• Tawhid 

• Angels 

• Risalah 

• Holy Books 

• Predestination 

• Akhirah 
 
5 Roots of Usul ad-Din: 

• Al-Tawhid 

• Al-Adl 

• Al-Nabuwah 

• Al-Imamah 

• Al-Ma’ad 
 

2. Tawhid 
This is the belief in only one God. This belief is significant to 
both denominations and features as a key belief. Allah is not 
born from anything and has no children. He is the only being 
worthy of human worship. This belief is so important that it is 
considered to be the worst sin to worship anything else, 
Shirk. Students will explore the influence that this belief has 
on Muslims. E.g. not having idols  
 

3. Nature of Allah 
Students explore the nature and characteristics of Allah and 
the influence that belief in these attributes has on their views 
and actions. Students look at the omnipotent nature of God 
and the acts that allow insight into this nature. For example, 
the creation story and predestination. 
 
Allah is also beneficent. He is all loving and kind. He sent 
angels to look after humanity as well as sending guidance 
through holy books. He created a heaven for humans to dwell 
in post-mortem.  It may influence Muslims to act in kind and 
loving ways to others. 
 
Allah is merciful, he forgives us our grievances and allows 
humanity to enter heaven. Muslims who pilgrimage to Mecca 
can get their sins forgiven by God when they confess on 
Mount Arafat. 
 
Allah is considered to be fair and just.  Students will explore 
this in the context of judgement day. God only punishes those 
who have done bad actions and he rewards those who have 
done good acts. God doesn’t support oppression and 
prejudice, and this will influence Muslims to act in the same 
way. 
 

4. Angels 
Angels are messengers of God and have been sent to deliver 
messages such as the birth of prophets and the holy books. 
Angels also record the actions of humans ready to report to 
him on judgement day.  

7. Amr bil ma’roof – encouraging good actions 
8. Nahi anil munkar – discouraging bad things 
9. Tawalla – associating with good people 
10. Tabarra – disassociation with evil people 
 

2. Shahadah 
The first of the five pillars of Islam. This is the declaration of 
faith. ‘There is no God but Allah and Muhammad is his 
messenger’. Muslims say this during prayer time. It is said at 
funerals and is the first thing that a new-born baby should hear. 
It is recited by any reverts to Islam. Students will learn about 
how it is used and the importance of it. 
 

3. Salah 
This is the idea of prayer in Islam. Muslims pray to feel close to 
Allah and to get knowledge from Allah. People who pray 
properly will be rewarded by Allah on judgement day. Muslims 
pray 5 times a day. There are certain times when Muslims have 
to do these prayers e.g. just before sunrise and late evening.  
There are set movements (rakahs) Muslims use during prayer 
e.g. bowing, hands up showing submission. Muslims can pray 
at home or at the mosque. Students look at how this is 
performed and the rituals leading up to each prayer. They look 
at the difference in frequency each day by the Shi’a and Sunni 
Muslims. 
 

4. Sawm 
Sawm means fasting during the month of Ramadan, the ninth 
month of the Islamic calendar. Students discover in detail the 
rules of fasting and the reasons why Muslims take part in this 
denial of food. They will study the exceptions made for certain 
groups of Muslims and alternative methods of taking part. They 
also look at the giving up of other habits. Students look at the 
Night of power and the festival of Id ul-Fitr ay the end of the 
fasting period. 
 

5. Zakah 
This Pillar is the act of giving money to those who need it. 
Muslims will give 2.5% of their income to charity (alms). The 
money will go to the Mosque and then get given out to anyone 
in need. Students explore who this includes and who has been 
helped in the past. Students will also look at the comparison 
between Zakah and Khums. 
 

6. Hajj 
Students will explore Islamic pilgrimage. They will learn about 
the history of the pilgrimage, from Adem to Ibrahim to 
Muhammed. Students look at the way in which Muslims 
complete the pilgrimage, studying the meaning of each act that 
is completed. Students look at the impact of Hajj on the city of 
Mecca and the practicalities of completing this once in a 
lifetime journey.  
 

learn to debate using the opposing arguments. Students will look at 
the Big Bang Theory. They will also look at the theory of evolution. 
 

2. Abuse of the world 
Students will consider the ways in which the environment is being 
abused, by countries, companies and individuals. Students will look 
at the use of natural resources around the world. They will look at 
pollution, over-farming and the use of chemicals in farming. 
Students will explore ways in which we can stop this from 
happening and famous people who are involved with this. E.g. 
Greta Thunberg. Students will look at the Christian and Islamic view 
of this topic. 
 

3. The environment  
They will look at biblical teachings on looking after the 
environment for future generations. Specifically, the story of 
creation and the instructions by God to Adem, to tend the world. 
They will look at Christian charities who campaign for stewardship 
and support environmental projects. Islam teaches that humans do 
not own the world and that their treatment of the world is included 
in the terms of judgement day. 
 

4. The treatment of animals (for food/ animal 
experimentation) 

Students look at the use of animals in experimentation for 
cosmetics, medicine and cleaning products. Students will explore 
the religious duty of care that has been placed on them by God. 
They will link this a need for or against animal experimentation. 
Students will analyse scripture of Christianity and Islam. Arguments 
against will lead to a discussion of alternative methods to test 
products. 
 
Students will explore the ethics of using animals for food; meat, 
eggs and dairy. Students will look at a variety of modern food 
lifestyles and explore the impact of these on the environment. 
Students will look at the laws of Islam (halal and haram foods) as a 
basis for making moral food decisions. They will also look at the 
Christian ideas of dominion and stewardship and how this may 
influence food decisions. They will also look at Biblical stories such 
as Noah and the Ark.  
 

5. Abortion 
Students will look at the medical definition of abortion and the 
legal terms in which it is possible. Students will debate the start of 
human life. Students will explore the religious views of abortion of 
Christianity and Islam. They will explore the lines of scripture and 
the interpretations that different denominations have taken. 
 

6. Life after death 
Students will explore what happens when a person dies from the 
perspective of religious people, particularly the views of Muslims 
and Christians. Students will look at non-religious views in society. 
Students will look at the idea of judgement day and what acts will 



by the church in the local 
community, to make the 
community a better place for 
all to live in. Christians have a 
responsibility to help others 
and show they understand 
that all life is sacred. They 
follow in Jesus’s actions to 
live his actions in the present 
day. Students will explore 
what this looks like in Oldham 
and their communities. E.g. 
Street Pastors and 
Foodbanks. 
 

9. Mission 
Students will learn the 
practice of mission. This is the 
bringing in of more members 
to the Christian church and 
spreading the faith. Jesus 
taught his disciples to “make 
disciples of all nations”. 
Christians are expected to tell 
people about their faith as a 
result. Students learn in 
depth various charities and 
courses e.g. The Alpha 
Course, the Church Army and 
The Ichthus Fellowship. 
 

10. Worldwide 
church: 
Reconciliation 

The church worldwide has 
many roles such as charity 
and reconciliation. There are 
various individuals that help 
groups to reconcile and also 
organisations. E.g  
Corrymeela and Archbishop 
Desmond Tutu. They take 
instruction from Jesus who 
reconciled God with 
humanity.  
 

11. Worldwide 
church: 
Persecution 

Students discover the 
persecution that happens 
around the world directed at 
Christians and also the acts 

Students look in more detail at the Angels Mikai’l and Jibril. 
They will look at how the belief in angels might influence 
Muslims to think and feel. For example, Muslims may pray 
and give thanks to Allah. Muslims may behave in the way that 
Allah would have wanted in order to have their good acts 
recorded by the angels. 
 

5. Divine Books 
Students will look at the various holy books that Muslims use. 
Muslims accept the holy books or Christianity and Judaism. 
The Holy Books are the word of God. Students will consider 
why there have been more than one book and why the 
Qur’an is the most important holy book. Each book has 
influenced the religion and the followers. 
 
The Qur’an is the unchanged word of God that should be read 
in Arabic to maintain its meaning. It was given to Muhammad 
by the angel Jibril, in a cave over twenty-three years.  
 
The Tawrat, given to Musa as a guidebook to the people at 
the time. This book is mentioned eighteen times in the 
Qur’an and the book also explains details of the creation story 
and the other prophets. 
 
The Zabur is the book revealed to Dawud. It is mentioned 
three times in the Qur’an. There are songs and poems that 
can teach Muslims how to worship God correctly. 
 
The Gospel of Isa is the book revealed to Isa (Jesus). It teaches 
Muslims to be kind and show love and forgiveness, acting as a 
guide to life. 
 
The scrolls of Ibrahim are the earliest of scrolls used by Islam, 
revealed to Ibrahim. They are not in existence anymore but 
there are references to the messages. The scrolls remind 
Muslims that obedience is a virtue valued in Islam. 
 

6. Risalah 
Prophethood is an important part of Islam. Prophets receive 
the messages from Allah to deliver to the people. Prophets 
are role models and influence Muslims to act in the way that 
they did. Students will focus on the prophets Adam, Ibrahim, 
and Muhammad (PBUH). 
 
Adem is the first prophet and first human that God created. 
God gave him the understanding of the world but Adem 
sinned and was thrown out of the Garden of Eden.  
 
Ibrahim was best known for reinforcing the belief in 
monotheism. He rebuilt the ka’aba. Ibrahim was prepared to 
sacrifice his son at the command of God.  
 

7. Jihad 
This is the idea of struggle. There are two types of Jihad, greater 
and lesser. Lesser Jihad is the strive and struggle in the name of 
Allah related to fighting when needed. It shows commitment to 
Allah and Islam as a religion. It is following the rules / guidance 
within the Qur’an. Some Muslims believe if followed their 
reward will be Heaven. There are strict rules to follow before 
taking part in any violence in the name of Islam. 
Greater Jihad is the more commonly experience type of Jihad. 
To strive and struggle in the name of Allah (inner, personal 
struggles). It helps you become a better Muslim and a better 
person. It helps you focus on things that are important and 
make a difference. Helps Muslims get to Heaven 
Way it is practiced. Greater Jihad is the struggle against internal 
influences which might affect one's soul. This is usually to make 
them become the best Muslim possible. The duty to be a good 
Muslim and extend the Islamic community through things as 
preaching and education. 
 

8. Festivals 
Students explore three important festivals in Islam: Id ul-Fitr, Id 
ul-Adha and Ashura. Students will explore when each of them 
takes place, what the rituals are at each event, and the meaning 
of each event. Students will explore how Ashura is practised 
differently by Shi’a and Sunni Muslims.  
 

9. The other obligatory acts 
Students explore the acts that are specifically followed by Shi’a 
Muslims. 
Khums: is the Shi’a extra 20% that they would give to charity on 
top of Zakah. This is to help the poor and needy within the 
Islamic community promoting the sense of brotherhood 
(ummah) 
Amr bil ma’roof: means to encourage good actions and direct 
others towards good. This could involve any action from the 
Shari’a law or just following the laws of the land or anything 
that is viewed as ‘halal’ (allowed within Islam) 
Nahi anil munkar: means to discourage bad actions, this 
involves anything that is not approved by the Shari’a law or 
anything that is seen as ‘haram’ (forbidden) within Islam.  
Tawalla:  means association with good people and expressing 
love towards those in Allah’s path or those who have positive 
views towards Allah and the Islamic religion.  
Tabarra: means disassociation with evil people or those not in 
Allah’s path. For example Shi’a Muslims don’t accept the first 
three caliphs as they thought Ali was the rightful successor. This 
may lead to them being seen as ‘enemies’ although this is down 
to interpretation. 

 
 
 
 
 

be deemed good and bad in the eyes of God. Students will look at 
the idea of bodily or spiritual resurrection. They will look at 
scripture and what this can tell us about the afterlife. Students will 
also look at the influence the afterlife can have on religious 
followers. 
 

7. Euthanasia  
Euthanasia means a good and gentle death. It is the deliberate 
ending of a human life, for someone in pain and enduring a poor 
quality of human life. Students will explore the legality of 
euthanasia in the UK and abroad. Students will explore voluntary 
and involuntary euthanasia. Students will look at what Muslims 
believe on this ethical topic. They will also look at the Christian 
viewpoints on this topic. Students will understand that this is often 
a personal matter and that not all religious people feel the same 
way. They will focus on understanding the terms quality of life and 
quantity of life. 

 



that Christians do to prevent 
further persecution of 
Christians around the world.  
Students learn that Christians 
must help everyone 
suffering. Open Doors is an 
organisation that supports 
Christians that are facing the 
most persecution around the 
world. Students will learn 
how this organisation helps 
them. Christians are also 
encouraged to pray for those 
who are persecuted. 
 

12. Worldwide 
Church: Charities 
and poverty 

Charity is also an important 
part of the Worldwide 
church. Charities support 
those globally who are in 
need, through monetary 
donations and time given. 
Examples of charities include 
CAFOD, Christian Aid and 
Tearfund. Students will 
explore the biblical teachings 
that influence their work. 
 

Muhammad is the seal of the prophets, meaning the last 
prophet. He was given the final revelation by Allah. He is 
considered to be the perfect role model. 
 

7. Qadr 
Students explore the Muslim concept of predestination. 
Muslims believe that Allah knows what will happen in our 
lives and that he does not let anything happen without his 
approval. Students will look at how the believ in Qadr 
influences Muslims. 
  

8. Life after Death 
Students explore the Islamic view of life after death. Muslims 
believe in the idea of hell and heaven. They also believe in 
Barzakh, a state between death and heaven or hell. Muslims 
believe in the day of judgement and that it will be decided by 
Allah where each human will spend their afterlife.  
 

9. Imamate 
Students study the idea of the imamate. This is the belief in 
the twelve Shi’a leaders that followed after the death of 
Muhammad. They are sinless and perfect examples for 
Muslims to follow. The last of the twelve is Al-Mahdi. The role 
that they play is to help bring justice and equality before the 
return of Jesus on judgement day. 

 

 

Key 
Vocabulary/Concepts/Ideas 

Key Vocabulary/Concepts/Ideas Key Vocabulary/Concepts/Ideas Key Vocabulary/Concepts/Ideas 

Eucharist (Holy Communion) 
Pilgrimage 
Lourdes  
Iona 
Christmas  
Easter 
Food banks  
Street Pastors 
Mission  
Evangelism 
Church Growth 
Reconciliation 
Persecution 
Christian Aid 

Sunni Muslims  
Shi’a Muslims 
Six articles of faith  
Usul ad-Din 
Tawhid  
Beneficence 
Mercy  
Adalat 
Immanence 
Transcendence 
Mala’ikah  
Al Qadr 
Day of Judgement 
Akhirah 

Risalah  
Kutub 
Al-Nubuwah  
Al-Ma’ad 
Al Tawhid  
Imamate/Al-Imamah 
Al-Adl  
Shirk 
Sunnah  
Muhammad 
Allah  
Qur’an 
Muslim  
lslam 

Five Pillars 
Ten Obligatory Acts 
Shahadah Salah 
Ablution/Wudu  
Rak’ahs 
Mosque  
Jummah 
Sawm  
Ramadan 
Night of Power  
Zakah 
Alms  
Khums 

Tawalla  
Tabarra 
Amr bil ma’roof  
Nahi anil munkar 
Hajj  
Makkah 
Ka’aba  
Mina 
Arafat  
Muzdalifah 
Jihad  
Greater Jihad 
Lesser Jihad  
Id-ul-Adha 

Abortion  
Euthanasia 
Ethical  
Animal experimentation 
Big Bang  
Evolution 
Stewardship  
Dominion 
Responsibility  
Awe and Wonder 
Abuse of natural resources 
Pollution 

Charles Darwin  
Animals for food 
Origins of human life  
Sanctity of life 
Quality of life  
Pro-life 
Pro-choice  
Death 
Afterlife  
Fundamentalist 
Conservative  
Liberal 

CIAG CIAG CIAG CIAG 

  Visit to Mosque- local religious and community leader 
discussion e.g. community cohesion 

Discussion of medical ethics- Medicine 

Homework Homework Homework Homework 

Revision for the TTC 
Variety of exam questions  

Revision for the TTC 
Variety of exam questions weekly 

Revision for the TTC 
Variety of exam questions weekly 

Revision for the TTC 
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Religious Studies AQA GCSE Key Stage 4: Year 11 

Curriculum Goals for Crime and Punishment 
Students study religious teachings, and 
religious, philosophical and ethical arguments, 
relating to crime and punishment. Students will 
study their impact and influence in the modern 
world. Students will study a variety of 
contrasting perspectives in contemporary 
British society on all of these issues. 

Curriculum Goals for Peace and Conflict 
Students study religious teachings, and religious, 

philosophical and ethical arguments, relating to Peace and 
Conflict. Students will study their impact and influence in 

the modern world. Students will study a variety of 
contrasting perspectives in contemporary British society 

on all of these issues. 

Curriculum Goals for Human Rights and Social Justice 
Students study religious teachings, and religious, philosophical 
and ethical arguments, relating to Human Rights and Social 
Justice. Students will study their impact and influence in the 
modern world. Students will study a variety of contrasting 
perspectives in contemporary British society on all of these issues. 

 

Half Term 1 Half Term 2 Half Term 3 Half Term 4 Half Term 5 Half Term 6 

AQA GCSE Unit ‘Crime and Punishment’ 
 

1. Causes of Crime 
Students explore the causes of crime. There are 
many reasons why people commit crimes. One 
reason for crime is Poverty. Students explore 
that those who are not financially solvent may 
feel the need to commit crime to solve financial 
issues. Students will explore poor upbringing as 
a cause of crime. Criminals may teach their 
children to commit crime or provide a poor 
moral basis for decision making. Students will 
look at religious teachings about charity and 
raising children. 
Students will look at addiction and other 
mental illness as a potential cause of crime. 
Addiction could lead to poor choices based on 
an overwhelming need to satisfy the addiction 
e.g. theft to buy drugs. There are a variety of 
reasons why someone with a mental illness 
may commit a crime. It could be despair, they 
may be easily influenced or enjoy causing pain. 
Greed and hate are causes of crime that 
students will explore. Students will link this to 
hate crimes and explore the Islamic and 
Christian views on this found in scripture. 
Opposition to an unjust law is the final reason 
for crime that is explored. Students will look to 
the religious teaching to strive for justice as an 
excuse for going against certain laws. The 
example of MLK jnr will be explored. 
 

2. Good and Evil 
Students explore what good and evil are. 
Christians believe that the devil is the source of 
evil in the world, a power but a lesser power 
than God. Christians may believe that evil is the 

AQA GCSE Unit ‘Peace and Conflict’ 
 

1. Violence and violent protests 
Students will define violence as a behaviour involving 
physical force intended to hurt, damage, or kill someone 
or something, an action which harms others. Students will 
explore what Christianity and Islam says about violence. 
Both say that violence is not an appropriate way to 
protest. Students look at examples of Christians and 
Muslims; MLK junior and Malcolm X. Muslims and 
Christians follow the law of the land. 
 

2. Terrorism 
Students look at the definition of terrorism and the 
religious teachings that may shed light on their view of 
terrorism. terrorism is the unlawful use of violence and 
intimidation, especially against civilians in the pursuit of a 
political aim. Christians and Muslims think terrorism is 
wrong as it destroys the sanctity of life and kills innocent 
people as well as damaging God’s planet. Innocent people 
are always affected by terrorist attacks such as 9/ 11 or 
the Manchester bombings and these people are always 
innocent. Students explore the correct religious way to go 
to war; just war and holy war. 
 

3. War and Reasons for War 
Students explore the causes of war. War can be started 
because of many things such as greed (the want for more 
land or money), self-defence (protecting what is one’s 
own) and retaliation (revenge).  Students will explore the 
religious views of Islam and Christianity regarding the 
causes of war. E.g Greed is not a character trait admired 
by Christianity. Students explore examples such as WWI 
and WWII.  
 
 
 

AQA GCSE Unit ‘Human Rights and Social Justice 
 

1. Human Rights and Social Justice 
Students explore what human rights are. Human Rights are the 
basic rights and freedoms that all people are entitled to. ‘’All 
humans are born free and equal in dignity and rights’’- 
Unfortunately, however, not all humans are given their human 
rights around the world. Christians and Muslims are taught to 
obey the law of the land. The law in the UK says that human rights 
must be upheld.  
 
Social justice means making things fair. Social Justice is making 
sure that society treats people fairly whether they are rich or 
poor. It is about protecting people’s human rights. For it to exist 
the world needs to be fair in education, healthcare, housing and 
social welfare, easily accessed by all who need support. 
Christianity and Islam strive for equality. 
 

2. Freedom of Religion and religious expression 
Students look at freedom of religion and religious expression in 
the UK and how that compares to other countries, though case 
studies. Students will explore what religions say about this. 
Christians believe that we are free and equal in the right to 
practise our individual faiths. Christians do believe, however, in 
evangelising. Muslims believe that it is acceptable to be any 
religion of the book but converting from Islam to another religion 
is apostasy and according to Islamic law carries the death penalty.  
 

3. Prejudice and discrimination 
Students explore these two terms and study various global 
examples that have featured in the recent news. They look to 
scripture to find examples of striving against prejudice. E.g. Jesus 
tried to promote equality in his choice of disciples. Muhammed 
invited a black man to read the call to prayer, demonstrating that 
he was not racist. Students will explore ways in which modern 
religious people try to promote equality. E.g. wearing white on 
Hajj. 

Revision before the final examinations 



result of internal and external factors. Muslims 
explain that the devil is a fallen angel who 
influences humans to do bad actions. Students 
will explore Christian and Muslim scripture. 
Students will explore the part that free-will 
plays in this. 
 

3. Hate Crime 
Students will explore different types of crime 
such as theft, murder and hate crimes. They 
will explore the biblical teachings on theft and 
murder found in the decalogue and look at the 
Qur’an for the Islamic view. They look at the 
link between prejudice and hate crime as a 
form of discrimination. Students will explore 
examples such as the murder of Stephen 
Lawrence. They will look at the teachings of 
Jesus and Muhammad and their actions as role 
models.  
 

4. The Aims of Punishment 
Students explore three aims of punishment. 
Punishment is delivered by the courts and can 
be argued to have specific purposes. These are 
deterrence, retribution and reformation. 
Students explore the definition of each of these 
aims and link different punishments to them. 
They look at various pieces of scripture from 
Islam and Christianity and link the three aims to 
religious views. E.g. shariah law tells Muslims to 
cut the hands off the thief, this is a deterrent. 
 

5. The Treatment of Criminals 
Students explore the various ways that society 
can deal with those who break the law of the 
land. 
Community service: some criminals are given 
the punishment of community service, often 
for smaller crimes against the community. E.g. 
graffiti can be washed away by criminals who 
were caught committing this crime.  
Prison: is a place that criminals are placed, to 
take them away from society and to restrict 
their freedom.  
Students will explore the religious views on 
each of these punishments. E.g. Jesus told 
people to visit those in prison.  
 

6. Corporal Punishment 
This form of punishment is violence that 
doesn’t lead to murder. This form of 
punishment is not used in the UK but can be 
seen in other countries. Students will look at 

4. Just War 
Students investigate the term Just War: A fair war that 
follows the conditions and principles 1) has a just cause 2) 
declared by the head of state 3) promote good and avoid 
evil 4) last resort 5) fought with proportionality 6) good 
which is achieved is greater than the evil that led to the 
war. Students look into the origins: This theory was 
developed by St Thomas Aquinas and set out conditions to 
judge whether a war should be waged and could be 
justified. Sometimes war might be necessary and right, 
even though it may not be good. In the case of a country 
that has been invaded by an occupying force, war may be 
the only way to resolve justice. Students look at the view 
of Pope Benedict XV1who believed that ‘defending 
oneself and others is a duty’, and also examples of Jesus’ 
teaching to love one’s neighbour.  
 

5. Holy War 
A war in which people thinking they are fighting to defend 
their faith. Holy wars have three elements- 1) they achieve 
a religious goal 2) they are authorised by a religious leader 
3) there is a spiritual reward for all those who take place. 
Students look the Christian and Muslim examples of holy 
wars, such as the crusades. Students will explore the 
different denominations of Christianity and their differing 
views e.g. Quakers do not agree with holy war. 
 

6. Nuclear War and WMD 
Students will define Nuclear weapons as A bomb or 
missile that uses nuclear energy to cause an explosion. 
Nuclear deterrence is when a country owns nuclear 
weapons to put off other countries from fighting against 
them. They will look at chemical, biological and nuclear 
warfare. Students will look at scripture that points 
towards the ethics of this and also the ways in which 
Christians and Muslims have responded to WMD in 
modern history. Students will analyse whether they are 
necessary to have as deterrents, but not use them. 
 

7. Peace and Justice 
Students will explore what peace and justice means. 
Students will explore examples of peace and the religious 
influences that make people strive for peace e.g. Jesus. 
Students will look at scripture that leads to peace, such as 
the sermon on the mount. 
Students will consider the justice of God and how that 
influences Muslims and Christians to act justly. They will 
consider what justice looks like in war, such as reducing 
suffering and oppression. They will explore the religious 
examples that demonstrate justice. 
 
 
 

4. The Role of Women 
Sexism is discrimination based on sex. The sex discrimination Act 
1975 makes it illegal to discriminate based on sex. Students will 
explore how the role of women in society differs and may not be 
equal to men. Students will look at the roles of women in 
Christianity. They will realise that different Christian churches take 
different approaches to the leadership of women. E.g. Libby lane 
becoming the first female bishop in 2015. They will look at the 
views of Islam which state that male and female roles are 
different but equal. Woman are not allowed to take leadership 
roles in Islam. 
 

5. Homosexuality and Religion 
Students discuss homosexuality; the attraction to those of the 
same sex. Christian ideas on homosexuality is split with some 
believing that it is not acceptable and others beginning to accept 
it. Islam does not accept homosexuality, The Prophet Muhammad 
(PBUH) condemned it in his last speech, but Muslims are not 
allowed to discriminate against people who are homosexual. 
Some Christians, who are against homosexuality, refer mainly to 
the creation of Adam and Eve. The first humans were created to 
have a sexual relationship in order to create new life. In a same-
sex relationship there can be no natural creation of children. 
Many see this as the purpose of sexual relationships. And some 
bible teachings suggest that homosexuals will not go to heaven. 
Christians are not allowed to discriminate against homosexuals. 
 

6. Racism and Religion 
Students explore what racism is. This is to treat someone unfairly 
because of their race. A race is a grouping of humans based on 
shared physical or social qualities. This is illegal in the UK thanks 
to the Race Relations Act. Racism is often based on skin colour 
and country of origin. An example of racism would be to not give 
someone a job over someone else because of the colour of their 
skin. Christians believe that racism is not acceptable. Jesus taught 
that all humans are equal in God’s eyes. Muslims are supposed to 
follow Muhammad as a role model. Muhammed invited a black 
man to lead the call to prayer. 
 

7. Responses to Racism  
Students will learn that religion expects its followers to respond to 
racism by trying to promote justice. Muslims and Christians 
should stand up when they see injustices such as racism happen 
in society. Martin Luther King junior is an example of how to 
respond to racism, as a Christian. Christians promote 
reconciliation between groups of people including racial groups, 
with organisations such as Corrymeela.  
 

8. Positive Discrimination 
Discrimination is not always negative. The use of positive 
discrimination can help groups that are usually discriminated 
against gain equal access to opportunities. Examples of positive 
discrimination are ramps for wheelchairs, seats for elderly and 



examples from Shariah Law such as cutting g 
off hands for theft. 
Students explore the Christian view point 
against this type of punishment because it 
doesn’t reform a criminal in the same way that 
other punishments will.  
 

7. Forgiveness 
Students explore forgiveness as an alternative 
to punishment. Forgiveness is the idea that a 
victim lets go of their feelings of revenge and 
move on, allowing the criminal to move on as 
well. This does not mean that the victim likes 
what the criminal did, they do not have to 
accept the excuses or forget the crime. Some 
victims forgive as part of their faith. Christianity 
says that people should be forgiven ‘seventy 
times seven’. Islam teaches forgiveness as they 
will be rewarded by Allah for this. Students will 
look at modern case studies such as Gee 
Walker who forgave her son’s murderer. 
 

8. Capital Punishment 
Students look at the legality surrounding capital 
punishment in the UK. They then explore where 
this is actually legal, Saudi Arabia and America. 
They will look at case studies that are relevant 
today. Students will explore the Christian and 
Islamic views on capital punishment, looking 
into scripture. 
 

9. Ethical Responses 
Students explore arguments for and against the 
death penalty. Looking at retribution, 
deterrence, finance, the principle of utility, life 
sentences for arguments for the death penalty. 
Students will also explore the idea of mistakes, 
protection, deterrence, forgiveness and the 
sanctity of life. 

8. Forgiveness and reconciliation 
Students will consider forgiveness as an alternative to war 
and violence. They will consider the teachings on 
forgiveness found in the previous topic and apply it to 
war. Students will be able to apply reconciliation to war. 
Students will look at Desmond Tutu. They will discover 
how Corrymeela community help to restore harmony in 
Northern Ireland. 
 

9. Pacifism 
Students will explore that some Christians think fighting is 
never right. They are called pacifists. They think the Bible 
teaches us to always be peaceful and never violent if we 
want to get to heaven. They will identify Bible passages 
such as ‘blessed are the peacemakers’ which means we 
should create and live in peace. The Bible teaches 
Christians to be pacifist because Jesus taught us to always 
offer forgiveness and not fight back. Islam also supports 
this view. Muslims should not destroy life and are taught 
to not take life which Allah has made sacred however, 
most Muslims do believe that there is a time when 
violence is needed e.g. in Jihad (one of the Shi’a 10 
Obligatory acts). 
Students look at examples of pacifists. In World War 2 
some Christians were pacifists this meant they did job to 
help the war like drive ambulances, but they did not go 
and fight. They felt their conscience stops them from 
fighting and called themselves conscientious objectors. 
Pacifists feel that there are always alternatives to fighting 
like negotiation or other jobs which can be done in war 
that does not involve destroying the sanctity of life. 
 
 

10. Peace-making individuals  
Students take an in-depth look at martin Luther King 
junior as a peace-making individual. Peacekeeping is the 
act of trying to maintain a truce between nations or 
communities. Christians and Muslims support the work of 
peacekeepers as demonstrated by the peacekeeping 
forces set up by the UN after 1945. This is supported by 
Christian teachings by Jesus and the peacekeeping 
examples of Muhammed.  
 

11. Responses to Victims 
Students discover what religions say about how to 
respond to victims of war. For example, Christians believe 
they have a duty to look after all those injured by war 
whether we know them or not. Jesus taught us to ‘love 
our neighbour’ and the story of the Good Samaritan 
teaches Christians this. Students learn about organisations 
that strive to put these religious views into practise such 
as the Red Cross and crescent.  

pregnant women, guaranteed interviews for civil service jobs, 
specific adverts for Asian and black police officers to better 
represent society. Students will look at  
 

9. Wealth and Poverty 
Students investigate the use of wealth by those who have it, 
linking to the Christian view of tithing and the Islamic view of 
zakat and Khums. Muslims believe that all wealth belongs to 
Allah. Some Christians believe that wealth is their own ands a gift 
from God. 
 
Poverty is unfortunate and not acceptable for Christians and 
Muslims to ignore and they try to help the poor through alms. 
Christians and Muslims believe that they should work hard to 
ensure that they do not fall into poverty. They should earn 
enough to be able to help those who cannot help poverty.  
 

10. Exploitation of the poor 
Students will look at various ways that the poor are exploited. 
Students will look at the concept of excessive interest on loans. 
These loans cause further debt. Students will look at Islamic 
scripture on the use of loans and not harbouring debt. Christians 
aim to remove poverty not encourage it and so would be against 
excessive loans.  
 
Students will investigate the prevalence of people trafficking in 
the world and explore how this links to poverty. They will look at 
modern day slavery as a contradiction to the basic principles of 
Christianity and Islam, loving your neighbour. Christians and 
Muslims teach to adhere to the law of the land, against slavery. 
 
Fair pay as another way that the poor are exploited. Students will 
look at the unfair pay within society. They investigate the 
minimum wage and the living wage. Students will look at the 
scripture of Christianity and Islam e.g. ‘the labourer is worth his 
wage’ 

Key Vocabulary/Concepts/Ideas Key Vocabulary/Concepts/Ideas Key Vocabulary/Concepts/Ideas  



Retribution  
Forgiveness 
Deterrence 
Death penalty 
Reformation 
Sanctity of life 
Prison  
Principle of utility 
Community service 
Hate crime 
Corporal punishment 
Theft 
Good and evil intentions 

Poverty  
Murder 
Upbringing 
Mental illness 
Sharia law 
Greed   
Addiction 
Hate  
Derek Bentley 
Justice  
Opposition to an 
unjust law  
 
 
 
 

War  
Peace 
Conflict  
Violence 
Pacifism  
Retaliation 
Forgiveness 
Reconciliation 
Violent Protest 
Terrorism 
Greed  
Self-defence 

Peacemakers 
Justice 
Just War Theory 
Just War 
Holy War  
Weapons of Mass destruction 
Nuclear Weapons 
Nuclear Deterrence 
Martin Luther King  
The Red Cross 

Prejudice  
Discrimination 
Sexism  
Homosexual 
Equality  
Freedom of religious expression 
Human rights  
Freedom of religion 
Respect  
Social justice 
Racial prejudice  
Racial discrimination (racism) 

Positive discrimination 
Justice 
Wealth  
Poverty 
Exploitation  
Fair pay 
Loans  
Excessive interest 
People trafficking  
Charity 
Responsibility 
Disability 

  

CIAG CIAG CIAG  
Police work 
Law 
Journalism- articles and news reports 

Charity work 
Politics 
Journalism- articles and news reports 

Charity work 
Journalism- articles and news reports 
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